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Javonne is an Author, Speaker, Coach, and founder
of  No Excuse Today, a consulting company helping
others with brand development leveraging a tool
called the DISC Assessment. If there's anyone who
understands how to create value for people, it's
Javonne. She is on a mission to help people overcome
life's obstacles & provide people with the skills and
mindset to reach their full potential despite adversity. 

AUTHOR-SPEAKER-COACH

Professional Development
Overcoming Adversity
Self-Confidence
Persistence

Leadership Development
Personal Branding
Resilience
Character Development plus more

JAVONNESTEWARD.COM @JAVONNE.STEWARD

SIGNATURE WORKSHOP TOPICS

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER
As a speaker, she incorporates what she's learned in the delivery of her high-energy sessions

that challenge her audiences to leverage their gifts to improve their lives. Javonne brings
unique perspectives, empowering her audiences to unleash their untapped potential. Using
real-world examples, Javonne sheds light on how our innate talent is invaluable to those we

seek to impact. 
 

Life is nuanced, but you can make it simple. A way to simplify your life is to eliminate excuses.
No Excuse Today: 10 Steps To Eliminate Excuses teaches you how to achieve that level of

accountability.

"No Excuse Today enabled me to understand myself better than I could articulate. Taking and reviewing the DISC assessment  with Javonne

provided self-awareness that I didn't know I needed. The work we did together continues to be one of the best investments I made in myself

back in 2021. Playing to your strengths and finding someone else to fill in the gaps for your weaknesses becomes real when you understand

how you present yourself better through working with Javonne."- Christina Moody, Founder GoalMentum
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Committment

Personal Responsibility

Contribution

Focus

Honesty

Honor

Trust

Courage

Compassion

The No Excuse Today Character
Development Series Covers the
following topics (but not limited to): 

Persistence

IN THE
CLASROOM

IMPACT

Character Development Series 
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Similar to helping small businesses
develop their brands, Javonne uses the
same strategies to develop the character
of young children in grades K-5th.
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